Introduction
Seven words that start with the letter ‘C’, explain the Bibl start to finish.

Creation
Curse
Captivity
Cruelty
Covenant
Christ
Completion

This books closely examines each of these critical points in the life of
Christians, both past and present, and how they both not only intertwine,
but were destined to coincide at some point in each Christian’s life today.
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Chapter One
CREATION
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CREATION

FROM THE PAST

In the beginning God created the Heavens and the Earth. God saw that
what He had made was good, and His work continued on. Soon, He
made man, called him Adam, and a helper for him. These things are the
basis and the foundation for why we exist.
There is no big bang, no evolution, no apes, and no other scientific theory
or reasoning that can negate these facts. God is God, and we are His
people and the sheep of His pasture.
Creation is not in any way a far-fethced notion as those in the world want
us to believe. The want us to remove creation from the process, thereby
dishonoring God for His creation and ownership of all that is. They’ve
even gone so far as to wage war against everything that has been given to
us as His laws, precepts, principles, and parables, which give us purpose.
CREATION

INTO THE PRESENT

In today’s society, the war the devil is waging against God’s creation of
the Heavens, Earth, and Humanity still has the same plan, the only thing
different is that because of the changing times, he’s added more methods.
His attack on creation has not worked to sway Christians, so he’s trying
to sway their following by making us follow each other through social
media.
The attack has even been launched against prayer in schools, the display
of the Ten Commandments as a banner in the courts, and keeping the
sanctity of marriage between one woman and one man.
Think about it, overall, if the devil did not feel these things were a threat to
his plan of making people who believe in God, honor God, worship God,
and give glory to God, stop doing these things, he would not be spending
so much time effort trying to destroy or discredit them. There are others
that we’ll get into later chapters, but first, let’s deal with these three.
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God is the author of the Bible. It is meant to be our instruction
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Brother Keith Hammond

God destroys the darkness behind us, to direct us toward our
destiny ahead. So whatever you do on your journey, never turn
back. God bless you in your walk with Christ.Amen.
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